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From the editor’s desk...
Hello Friends!
The Spring Semester will soon come to an end and it’ll be time for many of us to take a break. So
before we call it a day, it’s time to set sail again! So here we are, back again, sails hoisted, the winds
of change moving THE DHOW on its onward journey.
This much awaited issue moves forward on a similar course as that set by Mr. Salvador Flamenia, our
outgoing Editor- in- Chief. I will take this opportunity to thank him for bringing the DHOW up to this
stage. I hope to be able to maintain the standard and make further improvements. Since the responsibilities have changed, this time it’s a somewhat new Editorial team bringing this issue to you.
At this juncture, I’m reminded of the words of Dr.Spencer Johnson, in his well-known book “Who
Moved My Cheese?” To quote his words, “The Handwriting on the wall – Change happens, anticipate
change, monitor change, adapt to change quickly, change, enjoy change, be ready to change quickly
and enjoy it again.” And so it is with THE DHOW!
We do of course have the support of some of our old team members: Ms. Michelle Desouza,
Ms.Samia Naqvi and Mr.Tareq Al Damen, without whose help this issue would not have been
possible. I’m thankful to all of them for their support and to Mr. Said Al Busaidi for helping out with
the Arabic Features. All our contributors deserve a special “Thank you”, for making this issue
possible.
The year 2009 began on a positive note, with a lot of activities centred around MECIT.Taking stock of
all the events this year, the month of January started with a presentation on Irish Culture by Mr. Frank
Prendergast from The Dublin Institute of Technology. Mr. Abdul Mutaleb Ghuma, Assistant HOD,
Languages Centre, enlightened us with his talk: “How come they are not learning?” based on a study
conducted by him and Mr.Tareq Al Damen, focusing on the motivational issues faced by students.
The intra–semester break provided good opportunity to members of all faculties for staﬀ development in the form of presentations by members from diﬀerent departments at MECIT. A presentation
by Dr. Senthil Kumar, from the Math Department, titled, “Tablet PC- A tool for lecturing with digital
ink”, was very useful. A very informative talk was given by Ms. Kakul Agha on PhD : From a
researcher’s point of view. The demo on “MOODLE – An educational support tool”, by
Mr.Meghanathan, was indeed very educative and useful.
The Orientation Programme took oﬀ successfully with the Spring Semester beginning on February
14, 2009. MECIT’S new venture, the Photography Club was formed, oﬀering open membership to
staﬀ and students. A Photography competition was organized for those having an eye for photography. The entries were judged under various categories.
The highlight of the month of March was THE MECIT CUP which was special this year, as our team
qualiﬁed to enter the ﬁnals! The Traﬃc Awareness Week, conducted to give a better exposure to all
drivers regarding safety measures in driving, was a great success. This was followed by a lecture on
“Miracles of The Quran” by a well known orator and renowned scholar on Islam, Mr.Athar Mohammad Khan.
The most important event in the calendar of a prestigious institution like MECIT, The Annual Graduation Ceremony, was held on April 6, 2009, at The Oman Auditorium of the majestic Al Bustan Palace
Hotel. The solemn event was held under the auspices of His Highness Sayyid Faisal bin Turki Al Said.
The activities at MECIT continued throughout the month of April, with The Career Fair and The
Library Week organized on campus.
The World Anti-smoking Day was celebrated on May 3 in the college auditorium, to promote the
world’s anti-smoking campaign. MECIT has been second to none in activities for the welfare of
society. To keep up this tradition, the Orphan’s Day was once again celebrated this year, and a Blood
Donation Camp was also organized in the college, where a number of MECIT staﬀ members and
students donated blood.
Before I conclude, I would like to add that your feedback is always welcome.Please do send in your
comments so that we can review them and post them in a section which will be specially created for
this. Those who have a ﬂair for writing and wish to contribute articles for The Dhow are most
welcome to do so. We look forward to your suggestions and comments to help us improve the
forthcoming issues.
Good-bye, till we meet again with the next issue.

Deepali Bhatnagar
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In Focus
MECIT ‘s
3rd Annual
Graduation
Ceremony
-Samia Naqvi
Education shapes an individual in much the same way a sculptor carves a block of
marble. College graduation is the time when this process culminates and the auspicious
graduation ceremony authenticates it.
Graduation ceremony is the occasion that remains lifelong as a cherished memory in the
lives of graduands. It is the realization of the eﬀorts and achievements of the students as
well as the institution and marks their success. It’s a ceremony that reminds us of all the
hard work the students and their mentors have put in, all through, to attain their prized
goals. It’s an evidence of the midnight oil they have burnt in the hidden corners of their
hostel dormitories. Though their paths to achieve their objectives have been diﬀerent,
as they chose diﬀerent specializations, they have all been working towards one common
goal, building Oman of their dreams.
The third Annual Graduation Ceremony, hosted by the Middle East College of
Information Technology on April 6, 2009 at the Al Bustan Palace Hotel, was another
milestone for this institution, as it moves ahead in its endeavor to provide high quality
education in the ﬁeld of IT, in Oman. The event was held in the esteemed presence of His
Highness Sayyid Faisal bin Turki Al Said, CEO, Oman Brand Management Unit, many
distinguished guests from Coventry University, the College Management, staﬀ, proud
students and their parents.
The Best Outgoing Student Award was shared by the duo, Maryam Rashid Ahmed Al
Maskari and Mohammed Ikram
. Ullah Khan.
Dr. T.R. Narayanan, Dean, MECIT, stated the importance of
this ceremony in his welcome address. In his speech, he
said, “Graduation is a day to celebrate, a day that reminds
that hard work and determination drive success”. He
emphasized that students are the driving force, and it is
their ownership, contribution, and eﬀort that has helped us
progress together as a community of learners. “Innovation,
willingness to take risk, investing in human resources,
commitment to quality, and interest to create a strong and
well-connected MECIT family are the key factors that
continue to contribute to our success. The MECIT culture
and value system is built on the foundations of bringing
every student to the mainstream learning process” so that
they are transformed into responsible and contributing
citizens, participating in fulﬁlling His Majesty’s vision of a
modern Oman.
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Felicitating the graduates, Prof Donald Pennington, Pro Vice Chancellor, Coventry
University (UK) mentioned that this day marked the triumph of the shared vision
of both MECIT and Coventry University. In his words: “We welcome innovation and
entrepreneurial skills, and feel a particular echo of this in MECIT’s vision for higher
education in Oman. We share the same aims; we share the same dedication to
international education of the highest quality; we share the same commitment to
our students. Today’s graduates are the innovators of tomorrow. Through our
graduates, the Middle East College of Information Technology and Coventry
University are shaping the future. It is a future of which both MECIT and Coventry
University can be proud. We are proud to work together, we are proud of our
graduates, and we are proud of the success that they take with them.” While
explaining the signiﬁcance of the heraldic shield of Coventry University on the
awards, he said, “This shows two creatures, one mythical and one real. The bird
shown is the mythical phoenix. The phoenix rose from the ashes to ﬂy again. As
such the phoenix symbolizes hope. The other animal is the bear. The bear
symbolizes strength and fortitude. So the award that you will get today provides
you with both hope and strength to meet future challenges in your lives.”
The event left an indelible mark in everyone’s memory. The proud students
stepped forward towards a new phase of their lives, to a bright future to
accomplish their dreams.
Being a tutor, I don’t think I can conclude without a piece of advice. Dear students,
now that you’ve earned the fruit of your labour, move conﬁdently, follow your
dreams, and at the same time remember:
"The future lies before you
Like a field of driven snow,
Be careful how you tread it,
For every step will show."
-(Anon)
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Quest 2008 -MECIT’s pride
-Samia Naqvi

Quest, the annual inter-collegiate festival organized by MECIT was one of
the biggest cultural events among the colleges in Muscat for the year 2008.
The three day academic and cultural extravaganza provided a unique
competitive platform for students to showcase their talents and creativity
in the ﬁeld of Computing, Business Studies, Design and Performing Arts.
The event also featured cultural and musical shows on all the three days.
One remarkable change in the event this year was the lead role taken up by
students and various student run bodies of MECIT.
The categories, like previous years, were based on industry scenarios and
were designed to enhance communicative skills and team spirit among
participants. The contestants were judged by members of the industry and
accomplished individuals in their respective ﬁelds. The event featured four
competition divisions comprising 15 categories open to students from
diﬀerent colleges and universities in the Muscat region.
Two new competitions, the Playstation 3 PES 2009 Football tournament
and RC Racing competition, introduced this year, were the most popular.
.Net Club and Dept of Computing jointly conducted ‘Cybo Geek’ that tested
contestants’ web designing skills and Pixo Geek, where contestants got an
opportunity to exhibit their expertise over the use of graphics and
animation.
Business Society in coordination with the Dept. of Business Studies hosted
three competitions, Launch Pad (Product Launch based on the 4 Ps of
Marketing), SOS (Crisis Management) that tested problem solving ability of
participants in crises situations and HR Hunt Event.
The Dept. of Fashion and Design Technologies alongside Design Club
hosted painting, poster design and graphic design competitions.
Apart from these, Quest also featured Battle of bands (musical
extravaganza), folk dances and cultural performances.
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MECIT CUP 2009
-Deepali Bhatnagar

The MECIT CUP, this year, was an occasion for all Mecitians to be proud
of. For the very ﬁrst time in the tournament’s seven year history, MECIT’s
football team reached the ﬁnals after beating the defending champions,
Sultan Qaboos University, in a nail-biting semi-ﬁnal. The match was
decided in penalties where the ﬁnal score of 5-4 was in MECIT’s favour.
The ﬁnals were played between Higher College of Technology and
MECIT.
The tournament ‘kicked-oﬀ’ on March 14,2009 and concluded on March
29,2009.The event was inaugurated at The Seeb Stadium by His Highness
Sayyed Mohammed bin Thuwaini bin Shihab al Said. The ﬁrst match was
played between the host team and International College of Engineering
and Management.
As always, the tournament received good participation not only from
teams from various Higher Education institutions in The Sultanate of
Oman but also from abroad. The participating teams belonged to various
prestigious colleges and universities, namely : International College of
Engineering and Management, International Maritime College of Oman,
Sultan Qaboos University, Waljat College of Applied Sciences, College of
Applied Sciences,Rustaq, Caledonian College of Engineering, Higher
College of Technology, Oman College of Management Technology,
University of Sharjah, Oman Tourism College , Ibra College of Technology
and last but not the least , our very own Middle East College of Information Technology.
The matches were played at the PEIE grounds and Seeb Stadium. All the
teams gave a tough competition to each other, thus raising the standard
of the game and providing good entertainment to the audience. The
highlight of the tournament this year was the excellent performance
exhibited by all members of the MECIT team. Good coordination
amongst the players and team spirit was very much evident in the
matches played by them. This was further proved by the fact that our
team beat the defending champions to qualify for the ﬁnals. The competition was tough and the best teams triumphed!
The team captain, Ahmed Al Kaaf deserves credit for the team’s performance. Credit also goes to the Team Manager, Majid Al Balushi and
Jasim, and to the Coach, Hassan Rustum. It certainly is a “feather in the
cap” for MECIT.
WELL DONE BOYS!
We Are Proud Of You.
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Voices
AFIRM member intensiﬁes the role
of MECIT graduates
Not long after the successful launch of AFIRM (Advisory Forum for Industry
Relations of MECIT), one of its members, Mr. Sivam, the General Manager, HR of
Khimji Ramdas volunteered to share his views on certain topics that included:
graduate attributes, role of society, and global economic crises. This was done in a
discussion panel with Student Club representatives from Middle East College of
Information Technology.
Completing the set of panelists were MECIT’s student clubs such as NET Club,
represented by Ms. Muna Al Zedjali and Mr. Al Hussein Al Moosawi, Business
Society led by Ms. Marwa Al Mahfoudhi and Mr. Saqib Siddiqui, Electronics Club
represented by Mr. Sulaiman Al Kindi.
Mr. Qais Amir, the Industry Relations Oﬃcer at MECIT was the Moderator. He
opened the discussion by citing some of the main objectives of the event. According to him, such an activity would provide a good exposure for the Club Presidents.
They could have an adequate feedback about the requirements for fresh graduates
to be absorbed into the professional ﬁeld. It would also help them understand the
corporate and business world from the perspective of the current global economic
crisis.
Here are some excerpts from the discussion:
ATTRIBUTES AND SKILL SETS SOUGHT IN GRADUATES
Mr. Qais addressed the panelists with a question, “What do you think are the basic
attributes or soft skills which a graduate should have?”

Mr. Al Hussein Al Moosawi: “Resourcefulness, communication skills, initiative taking skills,
decision making skills and others.”

Mr. Sivam: “This is a very interesting question. When we recruit fresh graduates, we don’t look
for purely technical background, but we look forward to how one’s personality has been
developed. Of course the individual should have strong fundamentals. We are not only looking
for substantial and technical knowledge. If for instance, you have done any project, we would
look into hypothesis, methodology and the conclusion you have reached.”

Mr. Saqib: “What do you think are the skill sets that are lacking in graduates today that might
make business performance suffer?”
Mr. Sivam: “Are you willing to learn? You have to be accommodating while learning. It
doesn’t mean just because you are a college degree holder, you don’t need to learn any more.
It’s paramount to acquire skills you need for which you should have the right attitude. Corporate world doesn’t mean signing requisition forms – it’s about taking on the responsibility that
comes your way.”

ADAPTING TO GLOBALISATION
Mr. Qais Amir: “With Globalization upon us, employees are often expected to have global skill
sets. In your opinion, what needs to be done to take local skill sets up to a global level?”
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Mr. Sivam: “Institutions should provide opportunity for students to gain exposure through

activities like this. Institutions should invest and allocate funds for Soft Skills Development
Program. The faculty should also ensure that enough time is being spent on developing
these skills. Students should be given a platform to interact with students across the
borders. The process to which these students are exposed would make them ﬁt to work
in a multi-cultural environment. Then, interaction through forums like AFIRM would
ultimately give them a wider perspective.”

Mr. Al Hussain Al Moosawi, a local committee member representing Middle East
College of Information Technology in AIESEC, the largest non-profit student organization in the world, elucidated the advantages of acquiring such memberships which
expose students to global skills through international internships.
Mr. Sivam interjected that institutions should invite eminent speakers from various
walks of life. Students should see acquisition of skills as a continuous process. He
further advised that they should be aware of current events by reading newspapers
and business magazines regularly.
The discussion continued with the focus shifting on some other areas:
RECRUITMENT WITH RESPECT TO SPECIALISATION AND EXPERIENCE
Mr. Al Hussain Al Moosawi: “Most of the time an IT graduate picks up a job which is not
related to his specialization. What are your comments about this?”
Mr. Sivam: “Often, engineers are hired as section sales managers. It’s an advantage
because engineers can apply their logical and analytical abilities to a sphere which is not
related to their ﬁeld of specialization. Again, it’s your attitude that counts.”
Mr. Saqib: “In the recruitment process, do you prefer a fresh graduate with MBA or an
MBA graduate with some experience?”
Mr. Sivam: “Most of the time it depends upon the job opening. Obviously, we prioritize on
the ones with experience because the settling down period is shorter for them. The
recruitment process also takes into consideration the candidate’s potential for growth in
the organization. Hence, it’s a combination of various factors involved in such a choice.

OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING RECRUITMENT
Mr. Sulaiman Al Kindi: “What role does GPA play in getting a graduate recruited?”
Mr. Sivam: “Deﬁnitely, it is important because a candidate gets shortlisted for the
interview on the basis of his GPA. It serves as a criterion to shortlist candidates when you
have many applicants for that particular vacancy. Once a candidate has been shortlisted,
GPA becomes less important; more focus is on the individual’s performance in the
selection process.”
Ms. Muna Al Zedjali, one of the panelists, voiced her concern. She added, “But in some
cases GPA may not adequately reﬂect the true abilities of a person”.

Mr. Sivam: “That is true of a student with good rote memory. It could help him/her score

well but the truth remains that he/she may not have a good all-round personality. In a CV,
we don’t only look at GPA but skills and attributes as well. We might compromise but the
base level should be present. Somebody who has 2.5 and an impressive combination of
skills reﬂected through co-curricular and extra-curricular activities may manage to get a
job. However, anything below 2.5 may not be readily accepted.”

He further emphasized that institutions must have a holistic approach towards personality development of the students. Ample weightage should be given to the development of soft skills as one cannot just ignore this aspect.
Some of the other panelists also had questions on other aspects of recruitment:
Ms. Marwa Al Mahfoudhi: “Does graduating from a renowned institution brighten an
individual’s job prospects?”
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Mr. Sivam: “I don’t think so. By and large, it depends on the individual. We have come

across employees in our group from tier 2 or 3 institutions that have overtaken the ones
from premier institutions in terms of their performance in the workplace.”

ROLE OF SOCIETY
Mr. Qais Amir moved the discussion towards the role that society should play in
inspiring the youth in achieving greater success in life.
In response, Mr. Sivam quoted J. F. Kennedy, and said, “Ask not what your country can
do for you but what you can do for your country.”

He further emphasized that students should realize that the society has already
contributed immensely to bring them where they are today.
Mr. Sivam:“Society has already created platforms like institutes, scholarships and
enterprises. Do not expect the society to pamper you; rather it’s time for you to give back
to society. There are lots of success stories of local business houses; Institutions should
make sure that the leaders of these business houses interact regularly with the students
while they are still pursuing higher education. Corporates have already been contributing
greatly through training and internship opportunities. But it is imperative that the students
approach the corporate sector and they will be more than happy to help.”
Mr. Saqib contributed to the discussion by giving examples of international business
houses like the Tatas, Ambanis, or individuals like Warren Buffet and Bill Gates who
have been continuously providing opportunities to students via monetary means like
scholarships, training etc and, at the same time, they have inspired students to do
better through face to face exchanges.
AFIRM’S RELEVANCE
Mr.Sivam carried forward the discussion, steering it towards the relevance of a body
like AFIRM, in this context.
Mr. Sivam: “AFIRM is the channel through which expertise and knowledge of the corporate would get transferred to students.”

Mr. Sulaiman Al Kindi suggested that students should identify role models from within
their society.
Qais Amir: “With the global economic crisis on hand, the Middle East market has been
affected as well. In your opinion to what extent and in which area has it affected Oman?”
Mr. Sivam: “By virtue of the country being so well planned in its developmental activities,

there does not seem to be much impact as yet. Though currently we don’t feel the
vibrancy of the previous 8 or 9 months, we have not yet felt the pinch either. In my opinion
Oman will come out more successful than any other country as far as the global
economic crisis is concerned. The government is quite prudent in its spending. Continuous reassurances against the global economic crisis and the continuous promised
investments in infrastructure projects are enough to reassure the common man in Oman.”

Ms. Muna Al Zadjali was thoughtful about the effect, if any, there might be on salaries.
Mr. Sivam: “There could be some minor corrections here and there. The situation at

present does not call for layoffs or reduction in salaries. Deﬁnitely the vibrancy we have
seen in 07 and 08 is missing. But overall it’s not a worrisome situation.”

Ms. Marwa Al Mahfoudhi: “What are the proactive risk management strategies of your
company?”

Mr. Sivam: “Caution in spending and outlook and prudence in our expansion should help

us tide over this situation. Most of our business is based on domestic consumers and as
long as there is demand for our services in the local market, we shall survive.”
All expressed their gratitude towards Mr. Sivam for sharing his thoughts. As Club
Presidents, they promised to ﬁlter the exposure they had got through this discussion, to
the other students. They said they were also looking forward to intensifying their activities
through workshops etc. targeted towards the holistic development of students, at Middle
East College of Information Technology.
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Space
Students - their art,
inspiration and style
-Michelle Desouza

In Fall 2008 the ﬁrst of MECIT’S design students graduated with Honours degrees.
I watched with pride as the two young fashion designers walked down the graduation hall to receive their degrees. My pride was not just due to the fact that they
were the ﬁrst fashion design graduates of the country, but also in how, over the
past four years, they had grown to become such ﬁne designers. It seemed like only
yesterday that I was introducing myself to them.
Rebyl and Sahwa were great students! Their skill, talent, creativity, and design
knowledge is visible in the work they have produced over their college years at
MECIT. Be it illustrations, garment construction, fashion design or textile design,
they have excelled in all areas. The most recent and comprehensive manifesto of
their talent is their ﬁnal year thesis collection. Each collection, comprising ten
garments, showcases unique inspiration, style, concepts and taste.
Before they leave us to enter the real world of fashion, I decided to catch up with
the designers, to talk to us about themselves, their fashion collections, their
inspiration and aspirations.
Rebyl Pinto
Rebyl is...
I am a 23 year old fresh fashion graduate from MECIT.
I am originally from Bangalore, India. Oman is home for me and I have been here for
the past 5 years. I did my High School from St Andrews College, Mumbai. I love
fashion.
Fashion is...
It is an art form. It is a means for expressing yourself. Just as an artist expresses himself
or herself on canvas, fashion designers express themselves through style, colour,
texture and fabric. Fashion is also a way of expressing time and culture. If you look
back in history, every era is deﬁned to a large extent by what people wore and how
they dressed. It formed a large part of society’s behaviour. The Romans, for example,
used clothes as a means to mark hierarchy and status in society.
When did you realise you wanted to be a fashion designer?
Growing up I loved crafts. I guess you could call me creative. But I wasn’t sure what I
was planning to do with my creativity. I did an aptitude test and the results said I
should enrol in a creative course. My realisation came only when I had to enrol in
college.
Who is your favourite designer?
JJ Valaya is one of my favourite designers. Personally I love Donna Karan’s style - the
emphasis on cut, simplicity and sold hue is something I can relate to in my work. I also
like Manish Arora; his jackets are inspiringly beautiful. Among others, I like the works of
John Galliano and Wendell Rodricks
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Do you do any design work outside college?
Yes, I design clothes for my friends and cousins all
the time. I have also designed some of the clothes
I wear. Just recently, my aunt wanted me to design some
thing for her, which I did and it was a great experience.
It was not just making a sketch, but going through a
whole creative process. It was a good experience. I got very good reviews.
Did MECIT help?
Thank God for MECIT! MECIT gave me the opportunity to study fashion in
Oman. I had a great experience with some good teachers, like yourself and Ms
Sunayna. I also feel good about having studied at MECIT, as it has a good
reputation in Muscat.
Tell us about the things you love and hate about fashion.
I love patternmaking and designing. It is fascinating to see how a ﬂat paper
pattern is transformed into a structured or complex
garment. It is the analysis and problem solving bits
that I ﬁnd most interesting. I also like the business aspects of fashion; the fashion industry
and how it works is also very interesting.I don’t like the way most people associate fashion
with only glamour and seasonal change. Fashion is about clothes ﬁrst. It is an art.
What is your ﬁnal year collection all about?
My garments are designed for the autumn- winter season.
I am a fairly religious person and since purity is one of the vital virtues of my spiritual journey
with God, I chose the concept of purity. The journey to purity is similar to the journey that an
oyster undergoes to create a pearl which is so pure and precious. This thought intrigued me to
the extent that I felt this concept would be suitable for my collection.
My collection is called ‘IRIDESCENT PURITY’; where in IRIDESCENT means producing a
display of lustrous rainbow like colors. Iridescent is the synonym of nacre which refers to the
internal layers of a mollusc shell (also known as the mother of pearl) that produces a pearl. I
believe the name that I have chosen best speaks about the concept.
My collection is based on the uniqueness of the textures and elaborate silhouettes. The
textures that I have created have a contrast between the lustre of a pearl and the roughness
of an oyster. The textures also remind me of the smooth and rough phases of my life that I
have undergone in my journey to be PURE. White and pearl symbolize purity and also white
being my favourite, I selected white as the principal colour. Diﬀerent shades of white represent diﬀerent phases of purity. The transition of colour from dark grey to pure white reminds
me of the journey from impurity to purity.
Keeping in mind the concept of purity I have selected an exceptional range of fabrics. One of
the main fabrics used is raw silk: The rich shimmer of this exotic fabric reminds me of the
lustre of a pearl. On the other hand the embedded slub texture relates to the exterior of the
Oyster. The other fabrics that are being used are pure silk, toile and net which are associated
with the concept of purity.
Elaborate collars, sophisticated jackets, voluminous dresses, and complex textures are the
main features of my collection and the style mainly comprises of empire line, and balloon,
princess, ﬁsh tale, jacket, bolero are the silhouettes used in my collection.
What do your friends and family have to say about your collection?
Oh they love it. They are all excited about seeing it showcased.
What next?
I want to eventually have my own brand of clothing. But for the next few years I want to gain
all kind of fashion design industry experience. I want to work in fashion branding and
merchandising ﬁrms and work as a designer all at once.
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Sahwa Al Mashani
Sahwa is...
I am a 23 year old fresh fashion graduate from MECIT.
I am originally from the south of Oman- Salalah. I am expressive and individualistic. For
instance, I love the colour yellow and one look at my wardrobe will tell you that. My style
depends on my mood or feelings at a particular time. There are times that I love simplicity and others that I dive into intricate patterns and embroideries.
Fashion is...
Fashion is an expression of identity. A person’s life is constantly changing; clothes tend
to reﬂect these changes. They capture moments. It is a reﬂection of who you are at the
moment you are in. It’s a statement of your personality at a particular moment.
Who is your favourite designer?
I love Manish Arora’s work. I also love the work of Ralph Laurent; He has such a commitment to quality. John Paul Gautier is the best; I can identify with his work –it’s extreme,
radical and creative. He is an artist alongside Alexander Mc Queen. There are two Arabic
designers that inspire me greatly; they are George Hobeika and Khalid Al Masri
When did you realise you wanted to be fashion designer?
I never saw myself as a fashion designer, but I was deﬁnitely interested in art. However, I
feel that clothes are a great way to express one’s self. I get a lot of comments from
friends and family about my unique and individualistic style of dressing. My dressing
expresses me. It is an artistic expression of who I am. I think it was when I realised that
my designs can be expressions that I got interested in fashion.
Do you do any design work outside college?
Yes, I design clothes for my family, especially my sisters. I have also designed several
abayas recently.
Did MECIT help?
I had a great time at MECIT. It was a good experience. It taught me to see fashion in a
diﬀerent light. I will miss this lab and Ashwin – we gave him a hard time. The
programme taught me that anyone can design, but it is important to be responsible
about your designs. Understanding your own work is very important for being a good
designer.
Tell us about the things you love and hate about fashion
What I don’t like about fashion is garment construction. It is time consuming and
tedious.
I also don’t like the idea that fashion is timed – it just promotes a wasteful outlook to
clothes. Good clothes cannot be timed. I believe that you can have a pair of shoes for a
decade and still wear them. I think fashion should be about the art or the craftsmanship
or its meaning rather that just a mix of material.
What I like is that it’s fun, playful and yet meaningful. I enjoy the process of creating
something or discovering things while doing so.
What is your ﬁnal year collection all about?
My collection is inspired by Omani men’s wear. The men’s wear symbolises glory and
pride. The modest structure, distinguished appearance, rich colours, and ﬁne elements
of the Omani men’s wear is what attracted me to it as a source of inspiration. Being
brought up in a traditional Omani environment, Omani values are embedded in me and
are a big part of who I am. Oman has, is and will always be an inspiration to me.
I admire the rich culture, heritage, and traditions .Oman has given me so much, that I
want to give back what I have gained.
My collection is called SATEIB,K,SAJDI. It is designed to represent the ﬁve qualities of
the Omani man; Bseet, Kareem, Joud , Shuja’a and Teib (Humility, hospitality, generosity, bravery and kindness)
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I ﬁnd the silhouettes and the rich styling of the
men’s wear inspiring and have always wanted to
create women’s wear based on that. My fashion
collection is my wish come true. The collection
also has deeper meaning as it talks about
equality between men and women. Earlier
women were not treated as equals.
However, in this generation men and women are
given similar rights in many aspects of life. It’s
not only the man who carries the burden of
providing for his family but also the woman who
carries it.
As the saying goes: “Behind every successful
man there is a woman”. This clearly explains that
men and women work hand in hand.
In my autumn and winter collection, I have chosen fabrics that suit the season
such as suede and leather. I also used complementary fabrics that are soft and
ﬂowing such as chiﬀon, crepe, crepe silk and soft tool, to give it a feminine
look. The collection gives a soft look to the original men’s wear silhouettes and
makes it look suitable for a feminine yet strong woman.
The collection also provides a glimpse of the 70’s and the 60’s. During my
research of Omani men’s wear, certain aspects reminded me of the basic
western silhouettes. For instance, the drape of the wizar reminded me of the
pencil skirt and the hezaq of the waste belts.
I maintained the loose silhouettes of the men’s wear and added waste belts in
order to show the curves of a woman. I also varied the length of the sleeves and
hemlines for a dramatic eﬀect. The silhouettes that I used are empire, blouson,
balloon, princess, kaftans and pencil. This highlights the Omani soul in a
contemporary fashion.
Diamonds are a woman’s best friend, so I thought that including crystals which
resemble them, would be a good way to give the collection a feminine tone.
The crystals I have used are white, multi-coloured and gold . The embroidery on
the borders of the garments gives a contrast to the simple cut. I have used
diﬀerent styles in machine embroidery. Appliqué and yarn weaving are other
techniques that I have used besides embellishing the garments with cords and
tassels. Most of the embroidery is in golden threads to bring an element of
royalty to the garments. The strength of this women’s collection is not only in
the beauty of the silhouettes but in the innovative embroidery that it holds.
The hues resemble my cultural theme. The colours chosen by me are mostly
warm colours concentrating more on browns and shades of salmon. The earthy
colours range from browns to dark beige. To break the storm I inserted a strong
pink gown. This is the break garment of my collection - I would like to call it my
show stopper.
What do your friends and family have to say about your collection?
They are extremely proud of me and can’t wait for me to showcase my work.
My niece and sister are also interested in buying some garments. They are
ready to pay me for them. I have also designed accessories such as shoes,
jewellery and turbans to go with the collection; which is also a great hit.
What next?
On the one hand, I want to start my own studio soon, but on the other I also
want to do a research degree. You spoke to me some time ago about doing a
research project on Arabic clothing. I think I will pursue that. It will give my
country the opportunity to contribute to fashion theory. Hopefully you will give
me a good reference letter.
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Events

The Career Fair at MECIT

The Placement and Industry Relations Unit
(P&IR Unit) started functioning at MECIT in a
big way, holding its ﬁrst activity: A Career Fair,
in the month of April, 2009.It was held on April
25 and 26, 2009, at the Sports Hall, MECIT.
The Fair was inaugurated on April 22, 2009, by
H.E Khalil Al-Khoonji, the chief guest at the
function. As a preparation for the career fair,
the P&IR Unit had organized a workshop for
the students on “Eﬀective CV writing” and
“How to pass interviews successfully”. The
workshop was conducted by Mr. Hilal
Al-Jadidi, HR-Advisor, BP Oman.
The Unit had approached more than 65
companies, inviting them to participate in the
Career Fair. Nineteen companies, from
diﬀerent sectors and various industries
conﬁrmed their participation. The participating companies belonged to the sector of
Banking, Oil & Gas, Education, Health, Ad
agency, Insurance, IT, Real state, Trading &
Retail, Training, Automotive, Whole-sale and
HRD. The organizations that were part of the
Fair were: MECIT, Loay International, The New
India Assurance, MB Holding Company,
Bahwan CyberTek, Bank Dhofar, Oman Arab
Bank, TBWA/Zeenah, Muscat Private Hospital,
Zahra Travel Agency and Service Bureau,
Exceed IT Services & Training, Fair Trade,
GlobNet, Imtac, Ministry of Manpower,
Al-Habib, Polyglot Institute Oman, AIESEC
and Khimji Ramdas.
The Career fair was well-attended by a large
number of students at MECIT. The participating organizations were all praise for the way
the event was organized. It has been decided
to conduct the career fair on a yearly basis. We
hope to get an even better response from the
industrial sector, in the coming years.
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‘My PEIE’- data
collection
project
The PEIE data collection project
was organised at MECIT during
October-November 2008. Six
students were identiﬁed by LACC
Unit to work on this project. LACC
Unit supervised and coordinated
this project for two months. These
students had several brieﬁngs with
Dr Sherif and Dr Bakhit at PEIE.
Each student was provided a laptop
and had access to details of tenant
organizations of PEIE. Students
involved were given around 20
organizations each to collect data
within two months. Step by step
guidance was provided to them.
They were also instructed to
maintain conﬁdentiality of the
information they were collecting.
These students were also called for
weekly Data Review meetings with
the PEIE authorities. Being
involved in this project the students
got an insight into work ethics.
Many of their skills were sharpened;
some of them being interpersonal
communication skills, time
management skills, negotiation
skills, adaptability skills,
presentation skills, and above all
problem-solving skills.
Following students had signed the
contract to work on this project:
• Ahmed Abdullah Hamood Al
Huqani
• Ahmed Salim Khalfan Al Auﬁ
• Amur Saif Al Yazeedi
• Mohannad Ali Mohammed
• Ismail Mahmood Al Balushi
• Khalid Ali Saud Al Ruqeishi

Transition
Awareness
Programme
A “Transition Awareness Programme” was
organized by the LACC Unit on Feb 3,
2009, for the outgoing batch of graduation
students with the aim of easing transition
from academics to industry. Vision HRD
and Qatar Airways were on campus with
the aim of helping the students to imbibe
skills, knowledge and attitude to face
interviews and tackle the job market. The
activities held under the umbrella of this
event were: uploading CVs on the database
of Vision HRD, Qatar Airways recruitment
exam and a workshop by Vision HRD.
Along with this batch of would-be
graduates, some of the unemployed
alumni were also invited to attend the
programme. They too got an opportunity
to interact with the representatives of the
respective companies.
From the beginning of the programme,
about a hundred students were welcomed
to upload their CVs on the Vision HRD
database by following instructions given
by Mr. Talal Al-Lamki from Vision HRD. Mr.
Ahmed Said and Mr. Qasim Al-Lawati
provided full support in helping the
students to upload their CVs.
Parallel to this, Qatar Airways conducted
the Recruitment Exam which was taken by
38students. Qatar Airways also made a
provision that the students, who didn’t get
a chance to write the exam in the college
campus, could approach the company’s
oﬃce in KOM to write the exam.
This was followed by a workshop
conducted by Ms. Lakhshmi from Vision
HRD.The topic of the workshop
was:“Preparing for an Interview and Job
Skills”. Around 49 students attended this
workshop which was organized in the
college auditorium. At the end of the
workshop, the students had an interactive
session with Ms. Lakhshmi.
In all around 111 students attended all the
events scheduled for the day.
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Traﬃc Safety
Awareness Week-spring
2009
This was the second time that the Traﬃc Safety
Awareness Week was conducted by the Business
Society at MECIT. This year it was hosted in
association with the MECIT Rover’s Society, to make
this unique event a bigger success. Business Society
has always taken the initiative to participate and
promote such important events for the students. The
event was scheduled during 14-18 March 2009, at the
college campus. Rovers and Business Society
members had taken the responsibility of distributing
pamphlets to invite students for each event on a daily
basis. The week started with a lecture on “Escalating
Insurance and the Eﬀect of the World Crisis on the
Sector” by Dr Retnakumar, Country Manager of New
India Assurance Company. This was followed by a quiz
on “Safety in Automobiles” in which a number of
students participated. Day 3 was marked by a
workshop on “Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)”,
conducted by Dr.Nabil Khamis Al Zadjali. The
workshop concluded with an interesting training
session for the students in which they learned the
importance of ﬁrst aid and how they could save the
lives of people injured in road accidents. The next day,
showcased a video session by the MECIT Business
Society. The video, which was highly appreciated by
the audience, highlighted a variety of technologies
employed by Volvo, for enhancing personal security
and improving passive safety systems. Day 5 opened
with a lecture on how GSM has become a major cause
of road accidents in Oman. The lecture was delivered
by Mr. Qasim Al Ismaili, a guest speaker from the
ROP. It was followed by a discussion focusing on the
theme for this year - “Don’t call until you reach”. A
debate on the topic: “Cameras can be replaced by
ethics training", was organized on the concluding day.
This was followed by another Quiz competition in
which three teams of MECIT students, having two
members each, participated.
The week long traﬃc safety awareness event
concluded on the note that the strategy of The
Business Society to orient the awareness
programmes towards youth stemmed out from the
objective of creating a generation that would have
sound traﬃc awareness to deal with safety
obligations, This would ensure protecting the people
from road risks and graduating an ideal driver once he
/she gets the driving license.
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Poster
Presentation
The poster session was planned as part of
Assessment 1 of the Business Communication [BUSS 0002] module. A poster session
was organised on 21st of March 2009,
between 12-1 p.m. at the Sports Hall.
Faculty members from diﬀerent departments at MECIT were invited to judge this
session. A marking template carrying
details of the poster number and break up
of marks was provided to all judges well in
advance.
The assessment was based on a written
report on the topic and a poster to
communicate it with 80:20 weightage
given to each, respectively. Each group
was provided with a blank poster on which
the message pertaining to the topic
chosen for Assignment 1 was to be
conveyed. Prior to this, all participants had
attended a workshop on poster making, in
which they had been advised to use a
variety of modes (written and visual) to
convey the required message.
The criteria for evaluation included
creativity, relevance and ability to convey
the message to the audience. Weightage
was also given to content and an eﬀective
display of the same.
This session helped the students to learn
how to communicate the topic given to
them, through their posters, to a large
group of people,. Another learning
outcome was: designing posters and
developing communication skills by using
visual aids.
4

Inauguration of
Electronics Club
The Electronics Club for students was
oﬃcially launched in November 2008
along with the First Electronic Exhibition
that was also held at MECIT. The exhibition received very positive and encouraging remarks from the audience and the
management alike. Some of the newspapers also covered the event which was a
successful endeavour and a fruitful
experience for the students. This event
has helped to launch and establish a
culture of self-initiative and independence
in the learning process.

The Computing Club
On April 20, 2009, MECIT Computing Club was
oﬃcially inaugurated by Mr. Arun N. S., Head of
Department of Computing, at the Multimedia Lab,
at MECIT. The inauguration was attended by the
Dean, Dr. Narayanan, faculty members of Computing department and students from various specializations. The Club was formed to encourage and
gather creative hands of students in the ﬁeld of
software, multimedia, wireless and networking and
to establish a community for creative computer
users to trade their knowledge among others. The
Club is run by students of Computing Department
with the guidance of two Computing Department
faculty members namely Mr. Santhosh John and
Mr. Ritesh R., acting Faculty coordinator. The Club
Oﬃcers are :
1. Marwa Y. Al Hinai-President
2. Talal Juma Yaqoob Al Raisi-Secretary & PRO
3. Anas Mahmood Abdul Rahman Al Raisi- Club
Coordinator & support
4. Abdul Aziz Saleh Salim Al Alawi- Design
Coordinator & support
The website of the Club was also launched on the
said day. The website contains News and Events
which display upcoming events like workshops,
competitions, etc; Club and Member Proﬁle and a
Student Gallery which displays various types of
creative work done by students. The Computing
Club website will be integrated in MECIT’s website
soon.
As part of the event, a workshop on “Image Editing
Techniques using Photoshop” was conducted by
Mr. Talal Juma Yaqoob Al Raisi, the Club’s Secretary
and PRO. The workshop was attended by 20
students from diﬀerent specializations in the
college. The attendees gave very positive
comments and requested the club coordinators to
arrange similar workshops in the future.
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Intensive Library Week
2009
The library of Middle East College of IT has the responsibility of acquiring and collecting materials, including books,
periodicals, Audio-Visual materials on demand and in
anticipation of demand to satisfy the needs of students,
faculty and staﬀ. The library also has the responsibility to
make these materials available to them and ﬁnd ways and
means so that its available resources are optimally
utilized.
The need for organizing an intensive event to promote
readership and a library reading culture among students
was felt and the library initiated readership promotion
campaign during April 2006 in the form of an annual
library event.
Since 2006 library is organizing this annual readership
promotion event regularly every year. This year also the
Library organized this event as “Intensive Library Week”
from 25th to 29th of April 2009. The theme of the weeklong activity was ‘Library as an integral part of learning
processes’. Every department participated in the program
with variety of activities and exercises for students in
diﬀerent semesters and Foundation Programs.
Each department submitted their program to library and
they were allotted time slots so that class activities go
smooth as per availability of space. During the week, 35
batches from various departments consisting of 802
students with their respective faculty participated in the
program.
During the week, students of each batch were given a
demonstration of searching library resources using online
catalogue in CIS. Students were also briefed about the
electronic database ProQuest Computing and how to
search information from the database.
Exercises carried out by students ranged from simple
exercises of locating and extracting information from
primary sources by Foundation students to complex
exercises of referring library sources for extracting
information in depth in their subjects by senior students.
A survey questionnaire was designed and given to
students to complete as a feed back to the exercise. The
week long program was completed successfully and
yielded good results of library awareness and culture.
Overall this library activity was found very useful by
students and faculty members and they requested
recurrence of such activity periodically in the library.
Students were also familiarized with the library and learnt
to use library resources independently.
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Photography Club
Launched
The Photography Club is a newly formed club at
MECIT. It was launched recently and has a total
number of 67 members. A Photography Competition
was announced at its inception. The competition was
open for one week, beginning February 22,2009 and
lasting till March 1,2009.
The competition titled “Click and Stick” was open to
all students and staﬀ at MECIT. They could enter the
competition by just displaying a photograph that they
had recently captured, on the display board set up for
the purpose. At the end of the week, the photographs
were judged by the panel, comprising Mr. Yasir the
Club Advisor and Ms. Michelle. There were two
categories in which the photographs were placed, one
for students and one for staﬀ. In each category two
winners were announced.
Student Category:
First Place-Sara Sabeel Pere Al Zadjali
Second Place- Mohammed Amur Hilal Al Hajri
Staﬀ Category:
First Place- Ahmed Said
Second Place-Dr. J.F. Thomas

Orphan’s Day and Charity
Suq at MECIT
The Orphan’s Day was organized at the MECIT premises on April
4, 2009, in cooperation with Etlaaf Al Khair Group of Women
Volunteers from Barka. The event was scheduled during the
Arab Orphan Week and was highly appreciated by the government. It received extensive media coverage. His Excellency
Sheikh Dr. Talib bin Hilal Al-Hosni, Secretary General, Diwan of
Royal Court, was the Guest of Honour. Esteemed guests from
diﬀerent walks of life also graced the event with their presence.
The core committee which was responsible for organizing this
event comprised Mr. Abdul Mutaleb Ghuma, Mr. Mohammed Al
Sabahi, Ms. Thuraya Al Kharusi, and Ms. Fatma Al Kindi. The
support team comprised Mr. Qais Amir, Mr.Yunus Mohammed,
Mr. Mohammed Sakeer and Mr. Abdul Nasir. The Etlaaf Al Khair
group was represented by Ms. Sheikha Al Sabhi and Ms. Khadija
Al Balushi.
Around 50 student volunteers, many of them from MECIT
Rovers Society were responsible for helping with the event and
assisting in all possible ways. Four students, Nawal Al-Harthi,
Salim Al-Kharusi, Ammar Al-Busaidi and Mohammed Al-Busaidi,
dressed in Omani traditional attires welcomed the guests and
escorted them to the venue.
The event started with the recitation of the Holy Quran by one
of the MECIT students. Majed Al-Balushi and Faiza
Al-Khanbashi recited poetry and a school music team sang for
the orphans. Gifts were distributed to the orphans and the
school principals by the honored guests. The college also gave
away certiﬁcates of appreciation to the student volunteers who
carried out a lot of responsibilities dutifully and were a great
support in making this event a success. The event concluded
with a vote of thanks.
A charity suq was organized at the MECIT Sports Hall from 23rd
of March to 25th of March, 2009. It was organized by Ms.
Thuraiya and Ms. Fatma. The arrangements were looked after
by Mr. Mohammed Al-Sabhi. Many ladies participated in this
event, to raise funds for the welfare of orphans. Many products
which included food stuﬀ, cosmetics, books, cassettes, clothes
and perfumes were on sale. Information regarding this event
was sent to all staﬀ and students by e-mail. Since the objective
of this event was community service and supporting the
orphans, posters were put up on all college notice boards to
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inform one and all about it and to ensure a good turnout.

Alumni Meet
MECIT’s First Alumni Meet was
successfully held on 26th October,
2008 within MECIT premises.
The meet was inaugurated by the
release of the MECIT Alumni
Association logo. A warm welcome
by Dr T.R. Narayanan, the Dean of
MECIT was followed by a discussion
on the Terms of Reference of the
MECIT Alumni Association.
In the ﬁrst half of the post-break
session, elections for the oﬃce
bearers were conducted which lead
to the establishment of the
Executive Committee of MECIT
Alumni Association. Dr. J.F.
Thomas, the Assistant Dean, gave a
motivational speech on the
importance of an alumni
association. The participants
unanimously opined that the
alumni could play an active role in
the growth and development of
MECIT, and also pledged their
active support for the same.
Dinner served as an interactive
session giving an opportunity to the
alumni to share their experiences at
MECIT, and its positive impact on
their career. Provisions for
overnight stay in the student
hostels had been made to
accommodate the alumni coming
from the interiors. The evening was
marked by Live Oudh Performance
by the famous group lead by Abu
Hanan. The programme ended with
the distribution of mementos to the
alumni.
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Paper Presented
at TESOL-Qatar
Ms. Samia Naqvi of the Languages
Centre, MECIT, presented a paper
at an international TESOL
Conference held in Qatar recently.
The paper entitled ‘Integration of
Language and Content in ESP
Classroom’ was presented at the
4th International Qatar TESOL
Conference held in Qatar on April
10 and 11, 2009.The conference
aimed at helping EFL/ELT
professionals share their expertise
and further the eﬀorts to develop
English Language education in the
Gulf region. Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages Inc.
(TESOL) is a global education
association headquartered in
Alexandria, Virginia, USA. Through
its various professional
development events and
publications, it provides a forum
for ESL/EFL professionals to share
research ﬁndings and discuss ideas
in English language teaching and
learning.

Formation of
Local
Committee for
AIESEC
CamTESOL
Conference
Ms.Priya Mathew and Ms. Samia
Naqvi from the Languages Centre
were invited to an international
conference in Cambodia - the 5th
Cam TESOL Conference. Ms. Priya
Mathew presented their paper titled
Content-based Instruction in English
for Speciﬁc Purposes (ESP) for IT.
The paper reviewed certain
strategies used to develop content
based language courses through the
integration of language and research
skills with content. This shift towards
an integrated approach in language
learning is an ESL trend that is
global. The collective experience of
professionals grappling with the
design of eﬀective preparatory
courses for university students has
made this shift inevitable. Content –
based instruction is aptly summed up
by Crandall and Tucker as “an
approach to language instruction
that integrates the presentation of
topics or tasks from subject matter
classes within the context of teaching
a second or foreign language.”

LACC Unit coordinated with Mr. David
Ziser, Director of Organizational
Development, AIESEC and helped set an
informational desk for AIESEC in MECIT.
Two informational presentations were
also coordinated. Out of the 20 students
who had applied to join AIESEC eight
were short listed after campus
interviews. Three of these students
attended the AIESEC Gulf Conference
2008, from 20th to 22nd November. Price
Water House Cooper, Ras Gas and
Aramix were among other international
organisations, addressing topics like
‘Sustainability and the World Financial
Problem and its eﬀect in the Gulf region’.
They also got the opportunity to meet
students from international universities
and attended workshops on time
management, team work and goal
setting.
The Local Committee for AIESEC formed
with students from MECIT and Waljat
College has been named WAHA. As
members of this committee students
hold important positions such as HR
Managers, Marketing Managers and so
on. This provides them with the
experience of running an organisation.
They also gain international exposure
through training, seminars and
workshops.
Following MECIT students hold portfolios
in the AIESEC Local Committee ‘WAHA’.
• Abrar Al-Zaabi
• Al-Hussain Al-Moosawi
• Arwa Al-Zaabi
• Haris Khan
• Najlaa Al-Harthy
• Saqib Siddiqui
• Suad Al-Busaidi
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CfBT Manager Conducts
Training for LC Teachers
The Languages Centre faculty members attended a
three-day comprehensive training in “Communicative
Methodology of Teaching” on February 1, 2 and 3, 2009.
Mr. Simon Colledge, Manager of the CfBT Oman British
Training Institute, conducted the training at MECIT. The
18-hour training focused on the following areas; general
principles of Communicative Methodology; designing
and using communicative exercises - involving the
learner; adapting existing English language course
curricula to become more communicative; applying
Communicative Methodology – micro-teaching; assessment of students’ communicative competence; and
other areas - related to material design, CALL, ESP, etc.
The faculty members who participated in this training
programme were: Salim Al Saadi, Aisha Al Bulushi,
Salvador B. Flamenia, Kalpana Mc Grath, Priya Matthew,
Samia Naqvi, Dr. Algirdas Makarevicius, Abdul Mutaleb
Ghuma, Liz Job, and Asaad Said Al Fahdi. There was
active participation and all tasks and assignments that
were part of the training, were carried out well.
Everyone emerged more enlightened and aware, as
interaction with colleagues and the trainer helped them
envisage improved quality in diﬀerent areas of Communicative Language Teaching Methodology such as
material design for Foundation and Degree modules;
implementing modern methodologies into classroom
activities; creating new modules for Degree Programme
students; improving assessment quality at all levels in
Foundation and Degree modules and integrating
Communicative Method of language teaching into all
existing modules, as well as new modules, eﬀectively.
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Drama and Literature Club
Activities
The drama and literature club aims to develop students’ experience
through participation in performing drama and creating art work within and
outside the college. Students are encouraged to participate and organize
drama shows, chant poetry and showcase their literary work. In addition,
this gives them a platform to express their creativity in many ways.
Past activities of the Drama club:
•The Drama Club has been organizing various poetry and cultural events.
•The club put together a play called "Nujoom AlMuntakhab" for the Omani

football team with Adiin troupe.
• Participation in various external events like a short play at Nizwa College, a

poetry session at Albian College, and media and literary activities at Rustaq
College of Applied Sciences, are some of the other activities.
•The Drama Club has also been participating in related activities at The
Sultan Qaboos University.
•The Drama and literature club members also participated in the college
festival, Quest 2008, and presented entertaining plays and organized
workshops.
Latest Activities:
During the Spring semester the club organized these activities:
• A cultural and artistic Girls Evening which included chants, performances,
and cultural competitions. This was held at the MECIT auditorium, on May
10, 2009.
• An Islamic chants and songs show was organized to give a chance to
students to participate and render melodious songs .This was open to
anyone who wanted to participate.
• Other events organized were Rhythmic Poetry event, an English Cultural
Evening, and Internal Poetry event, to encourage students to perform on
stage.
Workshops:
• Workshops on poetry writing and drama practice are regularly organized

by this club.
• Recently, a workshop titled ‘How to become an Actor?’ was conducted by

Mr. Said Juma Al Busaidi from The Languages Centre, MECIT, to give an
insight into the intricacies of acting. The presentation dealt with details on
how to use the right gestures, voice tone and imagination, when acting a
part. The students tried out these newly learnt skills by performing in
groups.

Drama and Literature Club 'Quest 2008' Activities:
The events in which members of this club participated were:
• Sketching
• Poetry Competition
• Performance based activity, titled ‘Fall to the Top’ was awarded the ﬁrst
place
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Features

One song only!
- J. F. Thomas

The days before TVs became aﬀordable in India music fans had to depend on the
radio. So it was that as a college student I used to wait for the Saturday night
listener’s choice programme on All India Radio (AIR), Chennai. The city then
called Madras had many music aﬁcionados and if you were a college student your
knowledge of music did help cement friendship with your peers, especially the
attractive ones!
On a Saturday in 1977 it was announced by AIR that listeners who were amateur
musicians could participate in a special show called Freedom 77. I got this crazy
thought that members of my family had it in them to make it to the programme.
It was our equivalent of the American Idol opportunity! On Sunday after church I
checked out the idea with a cousin who was an accomplished musician. He took it
one step further and asked me to try and write the lyrics for a song. I was
disappointed because I felt that I was not capable of doing it. A few days later I
was returning home by bus fairly late in the evening and a line popped up in my
head “The land to which I belong”. By the time I got oﬀ the bus there were a few
more lines…………The land to which I belong………..An ancient land of
songs……………India…………..
I was so excited that I rushed back home, put pen to paper and ﬁnished my ﬁrst
ever secular song. The following Sunday we got together; my cousin scored the
tune on the piano and my brother played the guitar while I sang. Within a week a
couple of cousins and nieces joined the group. Since I was doing B.A English
literature at the time I couldn’t think of a better name for the troupe than “The
Cantos”. We applied to All India Radio and were called for an audition. We had not
just butterﬂies in our stomachs but also large moths and sundry other creatures,
but my cousin the musician kept encouraging us. When we were called into the
studio we kind of crawled shaking and shivering, but once my cousin started to
play the introductory music on the piano and my brother accompanied on the
guitar, we just forgot the butterﬂies et al and sang our hearts out. When we
ﬁnished singing someone came in and asked the leader of the group to go and
meet the judge Mr. Handel Manuel, a well known international composer. My
cousin dragged me along to meet him. Mr. Manuel asked “who wrote that song?”
My cousin pointed me out and I cringed. Mr. Manuel looked at me sternly and
said “Do you know that the song lasted only 3 minutes?” and I feebly responded
“Yes Sir!” I will never forget his response as long as I live “Well, each group can
perform for ten minutes, go and compose another song and come back
tomorrow for audition. I’m giving you a slot for two songs”. The troupe members
were ecstatic and I was in a state of shock ……..how on earth was I going to write
another song worthy of selection in less than 24 hours. My cousin looked at me
and said “You can do it, let us go to our aunt’s house which is close by and
practice…….anyway her piano is better!” And thus it was by that evening we had
the second song ready albeit with a grammatical error. I was conscious of the
error but my tired brain couldn’t ﬁgure out a way to correct it. The next day both
songs were accepted and we were on cloud nine.
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On Saturday the entire clan and tribe was glued to the Radio and soon enough, lo and
behold we were on. The announcer mentioned everyone’s name but mine. I felt sad
and disappointed. But that experience gave us the courage to enter another
competition later. This time around just one of the members managed to get the ﬁrst
prize for vocals. But the rest of us lost. We did not give up. Put up musical shows after
musical show, performed at wedding receptions and participated in competitions.
Some shows were tolerated by the audience while others had the sponsors and
spectators alike hopping mad. However none of us ever got hit by rotten eggs or
tomatoes! I think it was probably due to Bush like ducking skills! I wonder how many
marriages ended up on the rocks; courtesy our music!
While we were preparing for a show called ‘6 Speed’ our sometimes lead guitarist and
sometimes violinist Livingston brought a 10 year old boy along and asked us to give
him a chance to play in the show. My cousin who was in-charge ﬁrmly told him that it
would be one song only. The boy played the keyboard very well and we were all
impressed. ‘6 speed’ turned out to be one of our most successful shows. Subsequently
we lost touch with this young boy called Dilip Kumar. I simply knew him as Dilip.
During our brief association I never once bothered to ask him why he was keen on
playing in an amateur orchestra at that young age. But it was years later that I found
out the reason.
Dilip’s father passed away suddenly, leaving the burden of providing for the family on
the young shoulders of his 9 year old son. When he joined our troupe for that single
show he was about 10. He never once asked for a favour nor seek ﬁnancial assistance.
He accepted the little sum of fees that we paid after the show, with grace and a great
deal of dignity.
I left Chennai in 1990 and moved to Delhi. One day I got a call from my youngest
brother; the guitarist cum singer who sounded all too excited. He told me that Dilip
had now become a music director and had scored the music for a Tamil movie. The
songs were an overnight success. Soon enough Dilip rewrote the paradigm for Indian
Cinema music and his music transcended regional boundaries. In 1997 we produced an
audio cassette. Livingston took my brother to Panchathan Studio in Chennai to ﬁx
dates for the recording. Yes it was Dilip’s state of the art studio. After we produced the
cassette, the studio oﬀered us a fat discount which we had least expected, when asked
why, their reply was forthright “If people like you hadn’t given him a chance in the
past, he wouldn’t be where he is now”.
I never got to meet Dilip again except to see him on TV occasionally. Last night,
February 23, 2009, was one such occasion. The man’s name was called. He got up and
walked on to the stage. He delivered a simple but an eloquent and powerful message
with all gratitude, sincerity and humility. I remembered what his mother once told a
press reporter with a great deal of anguish “There is one thing that I will always feel
sad about………my son never had a childhood”. I couldn’t help but cry. Honour thy
father and mother is an ancient commandment reluctantly fulﬁlled by a few in these
materialistic times. Dilip obeyed that commandment without reserve and that perhaps
is the secret of his success. Not many would have understood the reason for him
dedicating his achievement to his mother. But I’m one of those who knew the answer.
He may have lost his childhood but he has gained the admiration of the whole world.
His own statement is a testimony to the strength of his character. He said it all on that
stage “All my life I have had a choice; to choose between love and hate, I chose love
and I’m here” I salute a hero but more importantly a genuine human being. He did
India and the Oscars proud! By the way the little boy I met so long ago is perhaps
known to you as A.R. Rahman!
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Do we require Expatriate Training?
-Kakul Agha
Human resources have been identiﬁed as one of the most crucial elements of enhancing core competence and a source of competitive advantage in organisations. As Kamoche comments: ‘The human
resource refers to the accumulated stock of knowledge, skills and abilities that the individuals possess,
which the ﬁrm has built up over time into an identiﬁable expertise’. Training and development is one
technique that facilitates expansion of the KSAs (Knowledge, skills and abilities) of individuals in
organisations.
International training and development are crucial for a country like Sultanate of Oman where a
substantial workforce comprises the expatriates. (An Expatriate is an employee who works and
temporarily resides in a foreign country). Most of our acquaintances are employed in a range of
organisations in the Sultanate and we often get to hear of the problems they face at their workplace.
International training and development is one of the preliminary steps taken by multinational ﬁrms
who send their employees to work in countries around the globe. If an Asian is sent from US to join an
operation in the Middle East, he shall be called an expatriate in the Middle East and before landing in
the new land the parent company carefully plans a training programme for this employee, termed as
Expatriate training. One of the most signiﬁcant components of an eﬀective pre-departure expatriate
training is the Cultural Awareness Programme. This element of training not only seeks to foster an
appreciation for the country ,where the expatriate currently works , but also enables the expatriate to
develop coping patterns for the new culture. The expatriate is exposed to an environmental brieﬁng,
cultural orientation, language training, sensitivity training and ﬁeld experiences.
Considering the Middle East and speciﬁcally Oman, there are organisations (e.g. a school, hospital or a
college) that have direct contact with a large body of local residents. In such cases it becomes imperative to acknowledge the fact that cultural awareness is crucial not only for the success of the employee
but also for the growth of the organisation. Some professionals, especially, teachers and doctors,
should be able to understand the cultural background of the natives and react accordingly.
Various facets of culture also need to be understood so their actions and communication correspond to
the same and are within the cultural limits. Lack of understanding of cultural needs leads to a lot of
dissatisfaction in the student -teacher relationships, which in turn aﬀects the performance of both. In
some situations both parties are not able to develop a consensus on certain issues and the assistance
of a superior/ third party is sought. In the medical profession, until and unless the doctor clearly
understands the indications of the patient, the results may not be very much as desired.
Culture shock is another important dimension which is a major risk that may be experienced by people
who move to new cultures. Culture shock takes place when an expatriate has to make adjustments in
an extremely short period of time. In some situations his frame of reference may be challenged to such
an extent that the individual faces psychological disorientation. Culture shock can lead to negative
feelings and a longing to return home. In such circumstances, the organisation risks not only the
performance of the employee but also loses out the competitive edge, it could have achieved, through
the expatriate’s expertise.
There is a deﬁnite call for organisations to identify the needs of the expatriate workforce in Oman.
Organisations should take a lead role in helping the expatriate personnel by exploring mutually
beneﬁcial tools for increasing the latter’s preparedness for tasks at workplace. But the puzzling part of
this problem is that a majority of the expatriates in the Middle East are employed here out of their own
choice. They get to work in the organisations, let’s say in Oman, by applying in person, through
advertisements or by referral. There is no such organisation that will provide any kind of pre-departure
training. So what is the solution? The only possible answer is a conscientious eﬀort by the person
him/herself. The individual should take the support of the published material to accumulate relevant
information on the dos and don’ts of leading a normal life in a new land. One should also learn to
appreciate the foreign culture. One shouldn’t be ethnocentric about one’s culture and lifestyle. One
could also reﬂect on learning about such matters/ issues from peers. A visit to some of the museums in
Oman/Muscat could be a step forward. National Museum, Omani-French Museum Bait Al Zubair, Bait
Al Baranda are the prominent ones. Some useful websites could be www.omanet.om ,
www.omaninfo.com ,www.expatexchange.com and www.oman.org/expats.
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6

Expressions

My Most Embarrassing Moment
Here is a short story about myself that I would
like to tell all of you.
It all happened when I was in High School. I had
a girl studying with me, who was in my class
and sat just next to me. She was my very good
friend.
She was a bit smarter than me and better at
studies. She did better than me in almost all
subjects except English, in which I was better.
Chemistry was the most difficult subject for
both of us. So to do better in that subject, I took
coaching. My tutor provided me with important questions for the final examination and I
kept them all in a big file. One day I took that
file to school and I didn’t want my friend to see
it. I tried to hide it from her and did not let her
even take a look at it. Do you know why I did it?
I did it because she was cleverer than me and I
didn’t want her to do better than me. How
mean I was at that time! I thought to myself, “So
what if she has a good brain and I don’t? I have
money which she doesn’t have and so why
should I let her see my file? There’s nothing
wrong in hiding it from her.”
Unfortunately, she heard me when I was
explaining to my other friend, the reason for
not showing the file to her. She heard me
mention her name in the conversation. She
started crying as she didn’t expect me to
behave in this manner towards her. At that
moment I felt very embarrassed and guilty as
she had always been kind and generous and
helped me whenever I had doubts in any
subject, especially Chemistry.
From this incident I learnt an important lesson
in life : Friendship is most valuable. One should
not be jealous of one’s friends as it is very
difficult to find friends in today’s world!
Sundus Al-Kindi
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The Dhow
Team
A Simple Note
Farewells, whether spoken
or written, are inevitably
somewhat self–centered
and, often, somewhat
sentimental. My term as
editor has now come to an
end. Moments like this
might tempt some retiring
editors to reach for
reminiscences worthy
enough to be spoken on
high from Mount Olympus.
Not me.
A simple note to my
successor: one way to
succeed is to arrange for
double or triple
contributions you actually
need.
I lay down my red pen from
the editorship of this
newsletter. I am turning it
over to the new editor,
Deepali, with all my best
wishes to her and the team
for a long, successful and
enjoyable time at the
gallows of the DHOW.

07s3055
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